GROUP TOURS AT THE AACA MUSEUM, INC.

The AACA Museum, Inc. displays original and restored cars, trucks, buses and motorcycles in a unique themed setting! Stroll through time with three levels of vehicles and memorabilia as you enjoy a trip down memory lane. Remember when gas was only 19 cents a gallon? Those hot summer nights at the drive-in or those burgers and shakes at the local diner? You can live those memories right here at the AACA Museum, Inc.

Our Main Gallery is a cruise through time which begins in Battery Park, New York in the 1890s then takes you on a cross-country journey decade by decade ending in San Fransisco with vehicles from the 1970s! Along the way enjoy the art deco era of the 1930s in Miama, a 1940s gas station, Route 66 and even a 1950s drive-in.

OPEN DAILY 9AM - 5PM

MUSEUM HIGHLIGHTS
- Cammack Tucker Gallery - The World's largest collection of Tucker Automobiles and artifacts
- Recreated turn of the century auto machine shop and 1940s gas station
- Authentic Valentine Diner from 1940
- From Roads to Rails - Custom Model Train Display
- Assembly Line Experience
Hershey is centrally located within the state of Pennsylvania and makes a great stopping point either to or from other destinations. Lancaster's PA Dutch Country is located just 40 minutes east of Hershey. Harrisburg, the Capitol of Pennsylvania is located just 15 minutes from Hershey (visithersheyharrisburg.org). York, The Factory Tour Capital, is located just 40 minutes to the south (yorkpa.org). Historic Gettysburg (Gettysburg.travel) is just 60 minutes southwest of Hershey and the Cumberland Valley is just 40 minutes west of the Museum (visitcumberlandvalley.com). The greater Hershey-Harrisburg area is a convenient stop for tour groups heading up or down the East Coast.

Group Rates

Group rates and guided tours are available for groups of 8 or more with advance reservations.

Behind the Scenes Tours

Go behind the scenes of the AACA Museum! Enjoy a guided tour of the Museum a tour of our storage facility that houses more than 70 vehicles that are currently not on display.

Special Exhibits

Each year we feature special changing exhibits that focus on a specific theme or individual collector. From unrestored cars to muscle cars to newly restored beauties, our exhibits change several times a year to showcase a variety of vehicles.

Have Lunch at the Museum!

Private lunches can be arranged in our spacious Rotunda. Or, if you're in a hurry we can have boxed lunches available for you to take as you go! The Museum is also available for private rentals and elegant evening receptions or dinners. Email us for all the details!

Contact 717-566-7100 or DCaroway@AACAMuseum.org to schedule your group tour today!